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Abstract

Background. The aim of the study is to assess the long-term second-
ary effects of personal experience with the H1N1 pandemic of 2009/2010
and the perception of the institutional reaction to it on Italians’ willing-
ness to get vaccinated in case of a novel influenza pandemic.

Design and Methods. We conducted 140 face-to-face interviews in
the Registry Office of the Municipality of Milan, Italy, from October to
December 2012. 

Results. Willingness to get vaccinated during a novel influenza pan-
demic was best predicted by having been vaccinated against the season-
al flu in the past (OR=5.18; 95%CI: 1.40 to 19.13) and fear of losing one’s
life in case of an infection with H1N1 (OR=4.09; 95%CI: 1.68 to 9.97). It
was unaffected by the assessment of institutional performance.

Conclusions. The findings of this study do not point to long-term
secondary effects of the institutional handling of the H1N1 pandemic.
The results highlight the fact that behavioural intention is not the
same as behaviour, and that the former cannot simply be taken as an
indicator of the latter.

Background

Influenza is an annually recurring, contagious viral respiratory
infection that usually hits countries with temperate climate during the

winter season.1 An influenza infection poses a serious health threat
especially to known risk groups such as elderly people and pregnant
women. But also the large number of mild to moderate infections
cause remarkable economic costs and have a direct impact on the
affected peoples’ daily life.1 However, due to different, incomplete or
unreliable reporting, the true morbidity and premature mortality
caused by influenza epidemics is hard to assess.2 The prediction of the
medical and economic consequences of an influenza pandemic is even
more difficult as the level of uncertainty is higher. There are various
effective possibilities to prevent an influenza infection such as regular
hand washing, the avoidance of larger gatherings of people or air trav-
elling. The most effective prevention tool is, however, vaccination.1,3

Although seasonal influenza clearly depicts a burden for a country’s
health care system it is still relatively well manageable as the time of
occurrence is foreseeable and the consequences calculable. Pandemic
influenza, in contrast, happens rarely but has the potential to cause
considerable damage on a national and global level. That is because of
several differences between seasonal and pandemic influenza: Since
the latter one only spreads a couple of times during a century most
people have little or no immunity against the virus due to the missing
previous exposure, whereas most people have at least some immunity
against the seasonal influenza virus.4 Moreover, pandemic influenza
cannot only lead to severe complications for at high risk populations
such as elderly or people with a weak immune system but also for
healthy adults.4 Due to the rapid spread of pandemic influenza, which
has become even faster because of the increased rate of air travelling
nowadays, countries have only little time to get prepared for the high
number of cases which might likely lead to an overwhelming of their
health care system. While there is mostly an effective flu vaccine
against the seasonal influenza available, the strain of a pandemic
influenza cannot be foreseen. Thus, it takes some time to develop a
vaccine and in the meantime health authorities have to rely on non-
pharmaceutical preventive measures which results in a longer time-
period needed for the virus’s containment. The combination of these
factors and a usually high number of cases further causes considerable
public concern – often heated up by intense media coverage. Thus, the
management of pandemic influenza represents a high challenge for
governments and health authorities and calls for a solid preparedness
plan in order to meet the needs of the population. 
In spring 2009, a new influenza virus was detected in Mexico, soon

named A/H1N1, while the illness was variously referred to as swine flu
or the new flu. After some weeks of unrest over a local outbreak of
influenza in Mexico, on 25 April, the World Health Organization
(WHO) issued an official warning to the world of an imminent influen-
za pandemic and eventually declared H1N1 a pandemic on 11 June
when cases of infection were reported from more than 70 countries.5

The global spread of H1N1 was observed by public health authorities
and conveyed by the media. In the beginning, horrendous figures on

Significance for public health

Whereas influenza pandemics occurred rather rarely in the last centuries,
their frequency can be expected to increase in the future due to the
enhanced globalisation and still raising importance of air travelling.
Recent examples (Ebola, H1N1, SARS, avian influenza) demonstrate that
initially local disease outbreaks often become worldwide health threats of
international concern. National and international health authorities are
consequently urged to present preparedness plans on how to manage
such health crises. However, their success highly depends on their
acceptance by the public. To ensure the public compliance with recom-
mended actions, effective communication is needed. Since communica-
tion is most successful when it meets the needs of the target audience, a
full understanding of the audience is crucial. This study can help public
health experts to better understand the variables determining people’s
willingness to get vaccinated during influenza pandemic, in terms of
behavioural and perceptual variables. This knowledge enables them to
correctly address the public’s concerns when having to communicate dur-
ing the next outbreak of pandemic influenza.
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mortality were discussed, but were found to be wrong later on.6 In Italy,
the H1N1 pandemic was responsible for 260 reported deaths caused by
complications stemming from pandemic influenza and 5.600.000 cases
of influenza-like illness between week 31 of 2009 and week 17 of 2010.7

Soon after the dimensions of the outbreak became clear, the Italian
government and health authorities started to implement first contain-
ment measures. These included antiviral prophylaxis for people who
had close contact to cases and social distancing measures such as the
early isolation of cases or preventive school closures.8 Furthermore, a
health education campaign was launched by the Italian Health Ministry
to inform the public about simple non-pharmaceutical measures such
as regular hand-washing or staying at home if Influenza-like symptoms
occur to prevent an infection with the H1N1 virus.8

By fall 2009, a vaccine against the pandemic flu had become avail-
able but only four percent of Italy’s overall target population consisting
of high risk groups such as healthcare workers, pregnant women or
institutionalised children and adolescents got immunised.7 A failure of
the governmental communication strategy might have caused this
uncertainty regarding the adherence to the vaccination recommenda-
tions among the Italian public.7,9 Thus, the public was concerned about
the H1N1 influenza but – as the low vaccination coverage shows – it
was even more insecure regarding the recommended vaccination.
This general uncertainty concerning the necessity and possible side

effects of the vaccine paired with a sensationalizing media coverage
regarding the consequences of H1N1 can be observed in almost all
affected countries.10-16 Especially studies on the public’s assessment of
the media’s performance during the pandemic find much criticism. The
perception that the media played up the threat posed by the virus was
a recurring element among this criticism: a qualitative study from New
Zealand speaks of the media as over-hyping the risk.17 Overstating the
risk posed by the new flu was also a concern to forum commentators of
online news in Canada.18 Besides, two focus groups studies from the
UK found a similar perception: the media was seen as inducing fears
and panic.19,20 Every second respondent of the Eurobarometer, conduct-
ed in November 2009, stated the media paid too much attention to
H1N1, while only less than 10% considered the media’s attention as too
little.21 Health care institutions have also been criticised for exaggerat-
ing the risk posed by H1N1, especially early after the new virus had
been discovered.11,22,23 Regarding these results it does not seem sur-
prising that vaccination rates were globally rather low.24,25 This obser-
vation raises the question of long-term, secondary consequences of the
H1N1 pandemic for adopting vaccination as a protective behaviour in
the future.

Past research on the antecedents of willingness to get
vaccinated
There is already a broad body of research that addresses the influ-

ence of various factors on a vaccination decision. A review of 60 inter-
national empirical studies on population reactions to recent pandemics
such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), avian flu (H5N1)
and H1N1 finds that the elderly adopt more protective behaviours
including vaccination than younger people.25 Further, women adopt
more protective behaviours other than vaccination but are less willing
to get immunised than men.25 The variables perceived susceptibility to
an infection, fear of severe consequences and trust in the effectiveness
of a vaccine are also positively linked to the likelihood of adopting pre-
ventive measures including vaccination.25 The same goes for anxiety,
trust in authorities and past protective behaviours.25 Kwon et al. pro-
nounce also that beliefs about the safety of a vaccine play a paramount
role in predicting behaviour.26

As can be seen, most research focuses on socio-demographic, per-
ceptual, psychological or attitudinal predictor variables and thus makes
this a well-studied field.27-29 Psychological variables include character
traits such as anxiety or self-efficacy; an attitudinal variable can for

instance be trust in government. A chief interest also lies with the per-
ceptual variables. However, in most of the research the perceptual and
behavioural predictors as well as the consequences refer to the same
disease. The finding that past vaccination against the seasonal flu pre-
dicts an intention to get vaccinated against the new flu is an exception
to this.24,30 Another exception are studies that attempt to predict vacci-
nation behaviour with regard to a future hypothetical influenza pan-
demic. So far, there is not much research investigating this aspect.
Only a few studies used hypothetical influenza pandemics to examine
predictors of precautionary behaviours, ranging from personal meas-
ures such as wearing face masks, taking antiviral drugs and finally get-
ting vaccinated to precautionary social behaviour like avoiding
crowds.12,31-33 The investigated perceptual predictors in these studies
refer, however, to the same hypothetical situation, not to any real expe-
riences with actual threats. To date, there is only one study that links
the specific real experiences and perceptions in living through a pan-
demic threat (H1N1) to a future hypothetical pandemic infection in
order to study secondary effects of the past threat on willingness to
seek vaccination in the future.34 Yet, this study compares the public
threat perception and the anticipated response to a future pandemic
before and shortly after the H1N1 pandemic.34 Therefore, no conclu-
sions about potential long-term secondary effects of the 2009/10 pan-
demic can be made. Moreover, the authors did not take into account the
public’s perception of the institutional performance in handling the
pandemic. Further, results from Italy are scarce. Prati et al.35 indeed
examined the perception of the pandemic threat on recommended
behaviours in Italy but did not include vaccination. As immunization is
by far the most efficacious protection against an influenza virus, the
present article is concerned with the willingness to get vaccinated
when the next influenza pandemic hits. To our knowledge this is the
first study to assess the long-term secondary effects of personal expe-
rience with the H1N1 pandemic of 2009/10 and the perception of the
institutional reaction to it on people’s readiness to get vaccinated dur-
ing another influenza pandemic in an European country.
The first research question therefore asks: How high is the readiness

to get vaccinated against a novel pandemic influenza virus more than
two years after the H1N1 pandemic?
In line with earlier research on behavioural and perceptual variables

we expect the willingness to get vaccinated against a future influenza
pandemic will be higher among those who got vaccinated against H1N1
(Hypothesis 1a) and those who are normally vaccinated against the sea-
sonal flu (Hypothesis 1b), as compared to those who did not get vacci-
nated. It will also be higher among those who were afraid to be person-
ally infected with the H1N1 virus (Hypothesis 2a) and those who feared
life-threatening consequences (Hypothesis 2b), as compared to people
who did not share these beliefs. Hypothesizing an effect of assess-
ments of institutional performance on the intention to get vaccinated
is difficult. A person might think institutions performed poorly in deal-
ing with H1N1 and therefore not be willing to adhere to calls for vacci-
nation issued by the very same institutions. Another person with the
same negative assessment of institutional performance might con-
clude vaccination, in the face of incompetence or carelessness, is rea-
sonable, provided it does no harm. As both ways of thinking appear to
be realistic, we formulate research question 2: What is the effect of the
assessment of institutional performance in the H1N1 pandemic on the
intention to get vaccinated during a new influenza pandemic?

Design and Methods

Sampling procedure
Potential participants were approached in the waiting room of the

Registry Office of the Municipality of Milan, Italy, that keeps record of
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the resident population of the city. Three medical doctors, trained for
the purpose of conducting the interviews, asked incoming persons to
take part in the survey. After the respondents gave their informed con-
sent they were immediately administered the questions face-to-face.
Only persons without command of Italian were excluded. An interview
lasted from ten to 30 minutes, depending on the comprehensiveness of
the participants’ answers and his or her memory of the H1N1 pandem-
ic. Approximately 60 percent of approached persons agreed to partici-
pate, leading to a sample size of n=140. Eleven people could not
remember the H1N1 pandemic and were therefore not asked any ques-
tions for which one needed at least some memory of the pandemic.
Sampling took place from October to December 2012.

Survey instrument
The questionnaire was specifically designed for the purpose of this

study. In order to assess the comprehensibility and clarity of the ques-
tionnaire it was pre-tested with Italian native speakers. The feedback
obtained on single mistakable expressions led to a revision of the
instrument and was subsequently incorporated into the final version of
the questionnaire. As most lay people refer to the H1N1 pandemic as
swine flu, this term was used in the questionnaire.
Readiness to get vaccinated in case of a new influenza pandemic

was measured in a block of eight protective behaviours. Figure 1 in the
results section displays the question wording as well as the distribution
of answers.
Two questions measured past behaviour. One asked whether respon-

dents usually get vaccinated against the seasonal flu (usually I do, in
some years, usually not). Vaccination against H1N1 was asked with
Have you been vaccinated against the swine flu? (yes, no, don’t know).
Further, there were two questions on the personal experience regard-
ing H1N1: In 2009/10, when the swine flu was discussed, were you
afraid you might catch it? and Did you think that your life was in danger
if you had been infected? Answer options for the two latter questions
were again yes, no, don’t know. For analysis, all questions were
dichotomised into yes/in some years and no/don’t know or yes and
no/don’t know, respectively.
Additionally, respondents were asked to assess the institutional per-

formance in handling the H1N1 pandemic. The question wording was
What do you think of the performance of experts and institutions that
had to do with the swine flu? Think of government, administration,
physicians, pharmaceutical industry, and the media. In general, did they
react adequately to the swine flu or did they not? Answers were possible
on a scale from 1 = completely adequately to 5 = completely inade-
quately. The first two and two last answer options were summarised for
purposes of the analysis. There were also open questions that asked
respondents to qualitatively assess the single institutions’ behaviour.
The results of this part of the study are not part of this article and will
not further be discussed here. The interview ended with a range of
socio-demographic questions such as gender, age, level of education or
level of effort put into one’s own health.

Statistical analysis
Chi-square tests were used to investigate possible associations

between past behaviour, experience or performance assessment and
future willingness to get vaccinated. Additionally, binary logistic regres-
sion was applied to test the effects of the independent variable cate-
gories on the outcome variable. All calculations were done using IBM
SPSS Statistics, Version 21.

Results

Table 1 gives an overview of the study sample’s socio-demographic
characteristics as compared to the Italian population.36,37 When com-
paring the percentages one can see that the sample is quite similar to
the national population with regard to the distribution of age and gen-
der. When considering the educational level it appears that the respon-
dents are better educated than one would expect in a national sample.
This might be due the circumstance that the data were collected in
Milan, one of Italy’s most important industrial sites. 
When participants were asked how much effort they routinely put

into their own health 11.4% reported to invest nothing at all or hardly
anything. More than one third of respondents (36.4%) claimed to put
not so much effort into their health and 45.7% estimated their effort as
much. Only 6.4% of the sample considered themselves to invest very
much in order to stay healthy. When it comes to the adoption of preven-
tive behaviours, 40.0% of respondents report to be willing to seek vac-
cination during the next influenza pandemic (Table 2). Thus, vaccina-
tion is the second most frequently chosen protective behaviour after
avoiding larger gatherings of people, as Figure 1 shows. This contrasts
rather impressively with 3.1% in our sample who affirmed to have
received vaccination against H1N1 back in 2009/10. If those who could
not remember whether they were vaccinated against H1N1 are added,
the share of vaccinated persons is still not larger than 5.5%. This rather
small percentage of people who received the H1N1 vaccine is in line
with the share of vaccinated persons on a national level. In sum, there
was a national coverage of 4.0% of first and second doses among the
Italian target population consisting of healthcare workers, pregnant
women, people at high risk under the age of 65, and institutionalised
children and adolescents.7

Considering the seasonal flu vaccinations, 10.1% say they normally
receive them, and another 6.2% in some years. This reflects quite well
the seasonal influenza vaccination rates on a national level: according
to data of the Italian Health Ministry 14.9% of all Italians and 11.4% of
residents in Lombardy, the region where Milan is located, received a
vaccine against the seasonal influenza virus in 2012-2013.38

The small number of people who received vaccination against the
H1N1 virus in 2009/10 (N=4) created a minor difficulty in testing the
relationship between past and future vaccination behaviour: as expect-
ed cell counts were very low, the calculation of a Chi-square test was
not possible. Instead, Fisher’s exact test was used and yielded an exact
significance value of 0.148 (one-sided). This result indicates that past
vaccination behaviour during the H1N1 pandemic is not related to the
willingness to get vaccinated during a future pandemic. Hypothesis 1a
does not receive support although one has to interpret this finding with
caution due to the very small N of vaccinated people.

                                Article

Figure 1. Self-reported future behaviour in case of a future
influenza pandemic. Question wording: If there were news sto-
ries again on a coming influenza pandemic, what would you do?
(Check all that applies.), N=139. Black: recommended behav-
iours, Grey: behaviours not recommended.



In contrast, receiving vaccination against the seasonal flu is signifi-
cantly associated with the future acceptance of pandemic vaccination
(Chi-Square=16.045; df=1; P<0.001) and Hypothesis 1b is clearly sup-
ported. 76.2% of people who usually or at least in some years get vacci-
nated against the annual influenza virus would also seek vaccination
in case of a new pandemic. In contrast, only 29.9% of respondents who
normally do not get immunised against the seasonal flu would change
their mind during a pandemic outbreak.
Every fifth respondent was afraid to catch a H1N1 infection in

2009/10 but only 34.6% of those are willing to get vaccinated if another
pandemic influenza occurs. People who were not scared by the last pan-
demic or cannot remember to have been afraid (79.7% of the sample)
are slightly more ready to seek vaccination in case of a new influenza
pandemic (38.2%), but the difference is not significant (Chi-
Square=0.116; df=1; P=0.734). Hypothesis 2a is therefore not support-
ed. The perception whether one’s own life was in danger in case of a
H1N1 infection has an impact on the intention to get vaccinated in
future. One third of participants assessed an infection as life threaten-
ing, and 57.1% of these would seek vaccination during a novel pandem-
ic. In contrast, only 27.9% of people who did not share this belief would

seek vaccination in case of a future influenza pandemic. This differ-
ence is significant (Chi-Square=10.291; df=1; P=0.001). Thus,
Hypothesis 2b receives support.
The second research question can be answered that the assessment

of the institutional performance during the H1N1 pandemic is not
related to willingness to get vaccinated during another one (Chi-
Square=3.779; df=2; P=0.151). Most people regarded the handling of
the pandemic by institutions as adequate (45.2%) or differentiated
between institutions and said that some institutions acted adequately
and some did not (40.3%). In both groups majorities would not seek
vaccination next time (58.9%, vs. 60.0%). Only 14.5% of respondents
assessed the institutional performance as inappropriate. Among those,
83.3% are not willing to get immunised during a new pandemic.
A logistic regression analysis was performed to test whether the uni-

variate relationships hold in multivariate analysis (Table 1). All vari-
ables that were significant at a P<0.15 level in the univariate analysis
were entered in the binary logistic regression model.15 The regression
confirmed the results of the Chi-square tests: the best predictors of
future readiness to get vaccinated were having been vaccinated against
the seasonal flu in the past (OR=5.18; 95% CI: 1.40 to 19.13) and fear
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Table 1. Comparison of study sample with the Italian population regarding socio-demographic characteristics.              

Socio-demographic                                             Study sample*                                                          Italian population 
                                                                       Total                            %                                              Total                                     %

Age                                                                                                                                       
       18-24                                                                               14                                      10.0                                                       4,246,496                                            8.6
       25-34                                                                               39                                      27.9                                                       7,093,190                                           14.4
       35-44                                                                               31                                      22.1                                                       9,338,057                                           18.9
       45-54                                                                               23                                      16.4                                                       8,924,249                                           18.1
       55-64                                                                               17                                      12.1                                                       7,423,621                                           15.0
       65 and above                                                                16                                      11.4                                                      12,370,822                                          25.0
Gender                                                                                                                                                                                                  
       Female                                                                          76                                      54.3                                                      25,805,833                                          52.2
       Male                                                                               64                                      45.7                                                      23,590,602                                          47.8
Education                                                                                                                                                                                              
       No degree/primary school                                         2                                        1.4                                                       11,206,689                                          21.8
       Secondary school                                                        13                                       9.3                                                       19,303,454                                          37.5
       High school/vocational training                               48                                      34.3                                                      14,873,768                                          28.9
       University/Polytechnic                                               66                                      47.1                                                       6,073,358                                           11.8
       Others                                                                           11                                       7.9                                                                                 
Total                                                                                      140                                      100                                                      51,457,269                                           100
*Study sample (N=140). Statistical information on age and gender refers to the Italian population aged ≥18 years on 1st January 2012; Statistical information on the educational level refers to the Italian population
aged ≥15 years in 2012.36,37 

Table 2. Predictors of willingness to get vaccinated in case of a future influenza pandemic.

                                                                                                            B              df            Sig.             Exp(B)               95%CI for Exp(B)
                                                                                                                                                                                   Lower                    Upper

Got vaccinated against H1N1                                                                                     1.644                1                1.289                    5.174               0.303                             88.363
Get usually/sometimes vaccinated against seasonal flu                                    1.644                1                0.014                    5.177               1.401                             19.133
Assessment of H1N1 infection as life threatening                                              1.410                1                0.002                    4.094               1.681                              9.974
Assessment of institutional performance                                                                                      2                0.335                                                                        
      Institutional performance was adequatea                                                       0.992                1                0.181                    2.696               0.631                             11.525
      Performance of some institutions was adequate and of some not          1.123                1                0.146                    3.073               0.677                             13.947
Socio-demographics                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
      Highest level of education                                                                                                            2                0.973                                                                        
      Secondary school or belowb                                                                               0.105                1                0.896                    1.110               0.230                              5.369
      High School or otherb                                                                                           0.100                1                0.826                    1.105               0.454                              2.689
      Male gender                                                                                                           0.048                1                0.915                    1.049               0.434                              2.538
      Age in years                                                                                                            0.009                1                0.566                    1.009               0.979                              1.039
Constant                                                                                                                       −2.702               1                0.008                    0.067                                           
aReference category: Institutional performance was inadequate. bReference category: University or Polytechnic. Variables were entered block wise; coefficients are from the final step with all blocks included; N=124.
R2=0.08 (Hosmer & Lemeshow) 0.20 (Cox & Snell) 0.28 (Nagelkerke). Model Chi2(1)=28.505, P<0.001
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of losing one’s life in case of an infection with H1N1 (OR=4.09; 95% CI:
1.68 to 9.97). Having received vaccination against the H1N1 virus also
has a quite large odds ratio of 5.17, but fails to reach significance due
to small N (95% CI: 0.30 to 88.36). Again, the willingness to get immu-
nised when a new pandemic emerges was untouched by the assess-
ment of institutional performance. Moreover, socio-demographic vari-
ables such as educational level, age, or gender did not have any signif-
icant impact on the results.

Conclusions

In sum, the findings of this study do not point to long-term second-
ary effects of the institutional handling of the H1N1 pandemic on peo-
ple’s willingness to get vaccinated when the next pandemic hits.
Considering the globally low vaccination rates during the H1N1 pan-
demic in general and in this sample specifically, the result that two in
five participants would be willing to quickly seek vaccination in case
of a novel influenza pandemic is rather surprising. To interpret these
numbers one must take into account, however, that the H1N1 vaccine
was only available by fall 2009 and thus some time after it had turned
out that earlier assumptions about the mortality of an H1N1 infection
had been wrong.7 Consequently, the decision to get vaccinated
against H1N1 had to be made at a time when the pandemic was no
longer considered a severe threat. The decision to get vaccinated in
future was best predicted by past vaccination behaviour. People who
normally get flu shots are five times more likely to seek immunization
soon after news of a novel influenza pandemic would spread than
their counterparts who avoided the seasonal flu shots. This result is
in line with prior research.15 The perception that a H1N1 infection
was life-threatening leads also to a higher acceptability of vaccination
during a hypothetic pandemic. People who feared for their lives in
case of infection with H1N1 are four times more willing to seek vac-
cination in case of a novel pandemic than people who were not afraid.
Assessment of previous institutional performance did not have any
influence. More than two years after the pandemic the criticism of
the institutional behaviour in managing the pandemic and the on-
going media debates about vaccine safety and usefulness might not
be very salient to the people any more.7,9 It might also be possible that
people do not take those rather abstract factors too much in consider-
ation when making a decision about their own health. They might
rather stick to their usual behaviour and listen to advice or experi-
ence from their close environment such as family, friends and one’s
own general practitioner.
We are faced with a slightly paradoxical result here. Willingness to

seek the protection of vaccination in the next influenza pandemic was
best predicted by similar behaviour in the past, but willingness was
also much more prevalent than actual past behaviour. This highlights
the fact that behavioural intention is not the same as behaviour, and
the former cannot that easily be taken as an indicator of the latter.
Willingness to get vaccinated can be considered something that pre-
cedes the formation of behavioural intention. One element that helps
this formation is the consideration of circumstances, some aspects of
which are included in this study. Based on the results, we can expect
that widespread perception of a higher risk of death in case of infection
with a future pandemic virus will lead to a higher vaccination rate,
meaning that more of the willingness will be translated into behaviour.
And the connection was there when H1N1 hit, only in opposite direc-
tion: when the vaccine had become available, it was clear that earlier
fears of a high mortality of H1N1 were unjustified. Perception of the
official handling of the pandemic is another potential criterion in peo-
ple’s considerations, but our data show that is not actually considered.
This also makes sense, because if your life is at stake and you are given

the chance to reduce the risk, it is quite irrelevant how much of the risk
in a former comparable case originated from institutional performance.
This suggests that the willingness we measured is less a willingness to
act but rather a willingness to consider. 

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the sample is not

representative and therefore no generalization to the whole popula-
tion of Italy is possible. Further, one cannot draw conclusions about
people’s willingness to get vaccinated based on other variables than
the ones studied such as attitudinal or psychological ones.
Nevertheless, this is the first study to examine possible secondary
effects of the H1N1 pandemic on future willingness to get vaccinated
in a European population as Schwarzinger et al.’s study was conduct-
ed in Australia.15 Besides, it would have been fruitful to include more
participants in the study who were vaccinated against the H1N1 virus.
As only four respondents indicated that they had received the vaccine,
the results building on this variable have to be interpreted with cau-
tion. However, the low number of vaccinated participants is in line
with the generally low H1N1-vaccination rates in Italy and worldwide
and thus reflects the actual situation. On the other hand, caution is
also called for with regard to the high willingness to get vaccinated
next time as respondents might possibly have overestimated their
intention due to a mixture of social desirability and a sponsorship
effect, the latter having been produced by the fact that the face-to-
face interviews were conducted by physicians. As this study could only
investigate the effects of the past pandemic on the willingness to get
vaccinated during a future hypothetical one it would be interesting to
compare our findings with data collected by the time a novel influen-
za pandemic actually hits.
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